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Abstract: Tcheonzamun in Korean language means „The thousand character essay.‟ The first translation (Park et al., 

submitted in 2021) was done through the Korean pronunciation of this poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th). This work, the 

second translation of (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th), will be done through the meaning of Chinese characters. There is 

another thing for the researchers to describe. It is that present researchers tried to delete all of possible part(s). Then, the 

researchers will be going to translate the remained parts instead of the original letters. The next is a translation of one 

line. 469-472 Zwa Dal Seung Myeong 좌달승명 左達承明 (1) In order for the husband wants only one(丨) wife, and he 

hopes that his only and original wife walks peacefully and slowly(辶) there, (2) in the house(厂), (3) the husband must 

have intelligence(明) (4) as if the water(水) does so. 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay), the second translation of (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th), 

through the meaning of Chinese characters, to delete all of possible part(s). to translate the remained parts. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Tcheonzamun in Korean language means „The thousand character essay.‟ Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) was utilized by Tchin(秦), an ancient China and some ancient Korean 

country. The purpose was to instruct Chinese characters for their children, respectively. The present researchers 

translated Tcheonzamun poems which were usually composed of 16 letters (Park and Kim, 2017; Park et al., 2021). 

Present researchers are in the process of doing the first translation of this same poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th) (Park 

et al., submitted in 2021). This is the second translation. The first translation (Park et al., submitted in 2021) was done 

through the Korean pronunciation of this poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th). This work, the second translation of 

(Tcheonzamun 465th-480th), will be done through the meaning of Chinese characters. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tcheonzamun in Korean language means „The thousand character essay.‟ Present researchers are in the process 

of doing the first translation of the poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th). At present, the researchers tried to interpret the 

same poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th) through the meaning of Chinese characters. There is another thing for the 

researchers to describe. It is that present researchers tried to delete all of possible part(s). Then, the researchers will be 

going to translate the remained parts instead of the original letters. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tcheonzamun in Korean language means „The thousand character essay.‟ Present researchers are in the process 

of doing the first translation of the poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th). At present, the researchers tried to interpret the 

same poem (Tcheonzamun 465th-480th) through the meaning of Chinese characters. There is another thing for the 

researchers to describe. It is that present researchers tried to delete all of possible part(s). Then, the researchers will be 

going to translate the remained parts instead of the original letters. 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay) Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character in English 

alphabet Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character in Korean alphabet Chinese character Meaning of the line of 4 

characters 

 

465-468 Woo Tong Gwang Nae 우통광내 右 通 廣 內 

 

It seems that house part(厂) in the right(右) and the human-being part(人) in the inner part(內) are similar. So 

the present researchers deleted house part(厂) from the right(右), and deleted the human-being part(人) from the inner 

part(內). 

(deleted part(s)) (厂) () () (人) 

remained part(s) 口 通 廣 冂 

translating order ② ① ④ ③ 

① A husband has his original wife, but the bad husband thinks that he may have good feeling for another woman (通), 

② he thinks that it is OK to be kind to her and to have deep relation(口) with her, the other woman except for his 

original wife. 

③ Furthermore, the bad husband thinks that it is the ability of man(冂) 

④ more and more (廣). 

 

469-472 Zwa Dal Seung Myeong 좌달승명 左 達 承 明 

 

It seems that the work part(工) in the left(左) and the lower part(工) of the soil part(土) in the attained(達). So 

the present researchers deleted the work part(工) from the left(左) and the lower part(工) of the soil part(土) from the 

attained(達). And it seems that the sheep part(羊) in the attained(達) and sheep-like part(羊) in the connection(承) are 

similar. Therefore, the present researchers deleted the sheep part(羊) from the attained(達), and deleted sheep-like part(

羊) from the connection(承). 

(deleted part(s)) (工) (工羊) (羊) () 

remained part(s) 厂 丨辶 水 明 

translating order ② ① ④ ③ 

① In order for the husband wants only one(丨) wife, and he hopes that his only and original wife walks peacefully and 

slowly(辶) there 

② in the house(厂), 

③ the husband must have intelligence(明) 

④ as if the water(水) does so. 

 

473-476 Gi Zib Bun Zeon 기집분전 旣 集 墳 典  

 

There is the plant-like part(木) in the right part of „it is already there‟(旣), and there is plan part(木) in the 

assembly(集). Both the spoon part(匕) and number eight part(八) are similar. 

(deleted part(s)) (木匕) (木) () (八) 
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remained part(s) 白 隹 墳 曲 

translating order ② ① ④ ③ 

① If the husband wants that the bird(隹)-like beautiful wife of him 

② becomes one as the most favorable figure(白), 

③ the husband must observe well his bad(曲) habit of feeling good about another woman(s). 

④ then, the husband must abandon(墳) the habit. 

 

My Lord Jesus Christ, it is the bad habit of me, Augustin! 

 

 477-480 Yeog Tchi Gun Yeong 역취군영 亦 聚 群 英  

 The swine(豕) and the sheep(羊) are similar, because they are animals. 

(deleted part(s)) () (豕) (羊) () 

remained part(s) 亠灬 取 君 英 

translating order ② ① ④ ③ 

① The thing that the husband wants another(取) woman, even though he already has the original wife, 

② if the husband himself wants to protect(亠) this bad thing earnestly(灬), 

③ the holy intelligence(英) must be 

④ with him, and with this good habit the husband shall be a favorable man(君). 
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